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of · Relativisti~ Kinematics in the 
Pion-Peuteron Scattering 
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The . consecutiv.e taking into account of relativistic 
kinemat,ics in th• pion..:.deuteron scattering length is stu 
died on the basis .or tbree-body quasipote.ntial ~quations. 
It is sbovn, that the corr~ction due to the consecutive 
taking into account of ~elativistic kinematics is ot the 
same order as the other corrections usually considered. 

Tbe investigation has been performed at the 
Laboratory of Computing · Techniques and Automation, 
JINR. 
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The pion-deuteron scattering at low and medium energy (~JOO 

MeV) is the simplest case of pion-nucleus scattering which gives 

some possibility to solve several general problems arising in the 

study of pion-nucleous interaction. For example! the convergence 

of multiple scattering series; the problem of taking into account 

the excitation of target nucleus in the interme~iate states and 

connected with this the validity of the fixed scatterer or cohe

rent approximations;the problem of the correct taking into account 

of the relativistic kinematics and other problems, All these are 

at present intensivel1 discussed in the literature/l-6/, 

One of the ways for investigating these problems is the appli

cation of the three-body qua sipotential equations to the pion-deu-

teron scattering. These equat ions guarantee two- and three-body 

unitarity. One version of quasipotential three-body equations/7/ 

was suggested to use, which s eems to be the closest to the non- .

relativistic approach, 
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1'hese equations are written in three-body center mass frarr.e ( c .m. 

f.) and involve two-body collision matrix devenued not only on the 

energy of the pair but on its total momentum as well. For reduction 

of this matrix to the collision matrix in the two-body c.m.f. the 

Lorentz-transformation for the relative momentum of pair (jK) in 

the three-bouy c.m.f. pjK the relative momentum in the two-body 

c.m.f. q. is taKen defined by /3,7/ 
JK 
-+ ~ 0 ~.... ....... - ........ --Q n. = p - Y;_ 'lk ( pJ, ' :Pd =PI( - P. t.f,v ( p ':1; ) 
J'jk J J J L J~ J " J ( 1) 

(3 - - -'}" = P; + PK := Cf;;_' 

wnere P ==-iS. P. and P:. are the womenta of the particles 
(.. -jlt. ' J .... 

in three-body c .ru. f. and <fjl( Lfjk are known functions. The 

corresponding transformation for two-body collision matrix has the 

form /3/ 

r; ( ~/ lJK'. 'Fa~ jf ) = 

a (n' '9.) 0 (-') .,., ,7' r-:1.... ~ 0 ~ (2) 
i. 'VjKqi 0 WJ f/;iK WK(Cj,)K) IL l~j!Crr_J.K'• !ll_) ~{q:")WK{if) U·(O. Q.Cj>) 

2. Q . .... 2 IJ fJK • (JK fL 0 ' 
Cf';_ "' (':I o-w" Uf,<)) - if 

wnere ai is the known function which is equnl to one if collision 

("' -+ ~ ..... matrix is taK.en on-shell ::Jo==-W;_((j,i)-~"Wj(Pi)-1-WK(PI<)) 

or one of the particles of the pair is considered to be 

no.arelativistic. The two-body collision matrix Ti. (ci;/1< 9;K' 9/) 

satisfies the Lipman-Schwinger equation with relativistic kinema

tics. Jt is vrorthwhile tn note that propaeators in the two- anrl three-

body equations we used. to have linear energy-dependence and there-

fore the so-called "clustering" property of three-body equations 

is not lost. Note nlso,that the relation of fully-off-shell two-body 
~ -Ti-matrix witt1 arbitrary total momentum q\ to another one- Ti. , 

which has a zero total momentum, is much simpler, thAn the relaUon 

obtained in the reference /9/ for the same object. 
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For the angular momentum reduction of three-body quasipotential 

equations we need the scalar product of two basic state vectors 

19K ~c ~and I PKi . ~ >J expressed via the new variables 

__., ~,1-;o -+ i.< FJK q,i. PKi. qlj > j ==. 

17' ..... , .... , 

rij ({j;;K q,i 
.,. _. 
q.,Ki.%)' (3) 

where F\.j is a known function/3/, Note, that in spite of that the 

function P,j is a complicated one, it does not lead to any addi tio

nal principal computing difficulties in solving three-body equati

ons. By making use of the separable model for interactions, the 

system of one-dimensional integral equations was obtained/)/ in 

the representation of total angular momentum and the isospin of 

the pion-deuteron system takinG into account the irlenttty of nuc

leons. As a first step of using these equations we have calcula

ted the pion-deuteron scattering length. The pion-deuteron scat

tering length was calculated by several authors before summing 

nonrelativistic graphs or solving Faddeev equations. The review 

of the results of these calculations is given in the reference/
9< 

where the correction from relativistic kinematics is considered 

too, however, it is done for pion only in the propagators. Our 

main aim is to investigate the role of the relativistic kinema

tics in the pion-deuteron scattering length, when it is taken in

to account not only in the propagators for pions but in the rela-

tivistic transformation between three- and two-llody c.rn.f. as 

well. That is, when the relativistic kinematics is considered 

consequently. 

In the table some results of our calculations are given. 

The results in the case A and B correspond to the pion-nucleon 

potential in the paperl6/ describing scattering phase shifts up 

to )00 MeV, when nucleon is considered to be nonrelativistic one. 
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As to nucleon-nucleon interaction, we have used unitary pole appro

ximation (UPA) to Bryan-Scott or Reid potentials. In the case A 

the relativistic kinematics for pion was taken into account not 

only in the propagator3 but in the transforn:ation between three-

and two-body c.m.f. as well; in the case B only i.n the propagators. 

Fror:1 the comparison of the results obtained in tha cases A and B 

we can see that the consecutive taKing into accO\u"lt of the relati-

visU c kine mat 1 cs for pi on perceptibly changes the ler,ding terms 

in the multiple sc"ttering !;eries :for tlJ.e pion-deuteron scattering 

length and that corrections which. come from the consecutive ta-

king into account of the relativistic ki.nematics are of the Sli!lle 

3 order as corrections due to the 1\- wave nucleon-nucleon :tnterac-

tion,the P
33

- wave pion-nucleon interaction correction to and from 

P
11

, P
31 

and P
13 

wave interactions are negligible ru1d the other 
/!JI 

corrections are considered as us·c113.l 

The value of the calculated pion-deuteron scattering length 

a.nd. =- 0,0260fm di.ff'ers very much from the e:r:perimental value 
I 4-0.031 ) /101 Re aJ1d ~- (0071( -o 024 fm • This difference is mainly con-

nected with the values of pion-nucleon scattering lengths given 

in the table and corresponds to the pion-nucleon potential used 

in our calculations. As was mer;tioned above, this potential is 

obtained by fitting to experimental pion-nucleon scatterir~ data 

up to 300 MeV. In this respect it seems to be interesting the 

result we have got from calculation of single scattering term by 

making use of the solution of the inverse problem for pion-nucleon 

scattering given in the reference/ 101. The result is shown in the 

table (case C). Note, that here the relativistic kinematics is 

taken into account for both particles: pion ~.d nucleon. From 

the comparison of results in case C 'Vi th. the reeu] te in caeee A 
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and B we can conclude that taktng into 8CCount of the high energy 

part of pion-nucleon interaction leads to the considerable increa

sing of the value of pion-deuteron scattering lengths. 

The consecutive taking into account of relativistic kinema

tics is expected to be very h.portant for pion-deuteron scattering 

in the (3.3) resonance region especially when the solution of in-

verse problem for pion-nucleon-collision matrix is useu. This 

problem is now under study. 

Table 

Q (Jm) 
(Sf) (52) (S} (Pi) 

a:d a.Jra a1td CLJfd a.tut. 

A 
3s +3D 

1 1 -0.0204 -0.0096 -0.0280 
--- --· -- ·---·. -. 

3s 
1 -0.01cl1 -0.0087 -0.0261 +0.0007 0.0021 

----·----- --~------- -
3s +3D -0.0174 -0.0095 -0.0252 

B 
1 1 

-- ___ ,_. --- -----------___ =1 ________ 
3s -0.0161 -0.007<3 -0.0240 -o.oo10 

1
o.ooou 

1 

" 3s -0.0360 ~~ a1 ;0,171 a3 =-0.09ia.3;0,21U 
" 1 aJCN{m:Jl) 
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